Fiducial markers configuration optimization in image-guided surgery.
The rigid registration is a key step of Image Guided Surgery (IGS), and the point-pair method is the main way used for registration. However the configuration of fiducial points has a great influence on the registration accuracy at the target point. Now almost all the optimization method of fiducial points configuration relies on the empirical simulation-based Fitzpatrick's target registration error (TRE). In this paper, a phantom and some markers were designed and some experiments were conducted to measure and compare the affecting factors on the registration. By the markers repeated selections, the fiducial location error (FLE) has a small deviation of maximum 0.4 mm, and the average of the Fitzpatrick's TRE (F-TRE) has almost 86% proportion to the average of the actual TRE (A-TRE), but the standard deviation (STD) just has 7% proportion. Also, the experiment result showed that six fiducial markers already had the 86% accuracy, and spreading the fiducial markers led to 30% reduction in mean of A-TRE and 40% reduction in STD of A-TRE comparing with the centralized. Overall, to find a strategy of optimization, reducing the TRE has the great meaning to support safer and more accurate minimally IGS procedures.